IT Asset Management
(ITAM)
Reducing cost, mitigating risk, improving resource efficiency
and maximising value from IT investments

IT Asset Management (ITAM)
challenge: Key findings
Managing software and hardware assets can be a challenge. Multiple stakeholders
are involved in the purchase, installation, deployment, maintenance, utilisation,
and disposal of IT assets. The technology landscape is also constantly evolving:
Software as a Service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS), Open Source, Serverless, and Containers are only some of the
elements impacting the asset lifecycle.

Deloitte’s recent global ITAM survey, which saw 2,500 respondents across 18
countries – nearly one in three of whom was either a member of the Board (6%),
C-suite (10%), or senior management (18%) – showed a need for organisations to
change their focus and investment priorities in governing IT assets to reflect the
changing technology landscape.

Obtaining trustworthy data is not always easy, especially where ITAM processes,
procedures, roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined.
Pain points in organisational ITAM programs

Consistent business
processes related to
IT Asset Management
that are continually
refined, 73%

Getting the right
people, 66%

People and
organisation
(clarity of roles,
appropriate
skills/training etc.),
68%

Obtaining accurate
and complete data,
64%

Tools and technology
for managing
IT assets are
regularly updated /
performance metrics
revisited, 67%

Executive leadership
support, 63%

A vast majority (84%) of
respondents believe that
their organisation lacks an
effective ITAM initiative.

Nearly 90% of
respondents believe
that the rapidly changing
business, regulatory, and
technology environments
are making it more
challenging to enhance
ITAM maturity in their
organisations.

61% of respondents are
yet to make IT Asset
Management a selffunded initiative, 45%
of whom acknowledge
that they are unlikely to
achieve this objective in
the next two years.

How can we help?
Our portfolio of services
As part of its IT & Software Asset
Management practice, Deloitte assists
clients through the optimisation of hardware
and software assets, including license
purchases, identification and elimination
of software license compliance risks, and
transformation of ITAM governance.
Deloitte personnel have had major
responsibilities in the development of ITIL
SAM and ISO SAM (ISO/IEC 19770-1). Through
working with thousands of clients across
all industries, Deloitte has developed
insights into rapidly changing licensing
models, cutting edge SAM practices, and
areas of focus for vendors. This breadth
of experience positions Deloitte as the
knowledge specialists on ITAM.

ITAM PROGRAM
DELIVERY

IITAM MANAGED
SERVICES

TOOLS

ITAM AD-HOC SERVICES

ITAM Health Check Based
on ISO 19770 & Deloitte
Framework

ITAM Sourcing
In-house / hybrid /
outsourcing assessment

SAM/HAM Tool Fit-Gap
Of existing ITAM tooling
Capabilities

ITAM Strategy
Design, communication, and
implementation

ITAM as a service
Deloitte managed ITAM
services

ITAM Tool Selection
Tool requirements and
selection assessment

Audit support
With publisher-led
software
compliance audits

Software
rationalisation
Rationalisation
assessments

ITAM Governance
ITAM program vision and
objectives and outline
activities and initiatives

IBM IASP
IBM Authorised SAM Provider

ITAM Tool Implementation
and configuration
Roll out of ITAM technology

License
optimisation
Technical and
commercial
compliance report

Cloud scan
Cloud usage
assessment, product
rationalisation and
financial optimisation

Establish savings
from your existing
investments

SPLA One Time
Assessments
Service Provider
License Agreement

ITAM Organisation
Develop policy, process, data,
roles, and KPIs
Vendor management
Manage key software vendors
Technology provider risk
management
Create vendor-risk matrix

License hotline
Deloitte ITAM as a Service
SME Hotline
ITAM Dashboard &
Reporting
Tailored for key stakeholders
ITAM Security
An opportunity to improve
cybersecurity
Microsoft SPLA
Service Provider License
Agreement
FinOps
Continuous cloud cost
management and
optimisation

Mobile Device
Management
Effective monitoring of mobile
devices
ITAM Tool Hosting
within a Deloitte Datacentre

Application
change
Understand the
software cost of IT
transformation
Used software
Correct handling of
used software
Licenses

Contract
Optimisation
Commercial
contract review
Software Sourcing
Software sourcing
and renewal support

TRAININGS & CERTIFICATIONS
SAM Certification
Deloitte certified
Software
Asset Manager

ITAM Academy
Extensive & independent
ITAM training program

Deloitte’s ITAM
Framework
Deloitte’s ITAM services enable organisations to
monitor and control investments, manage the IT
assets’ lifecycles by reducing related costs and
risks, achieve compliance with internal and external
regulations, create standards and processes to
manage these assets, and improve automation.
We are also able to assist in your sustainability journey
especially in the area of environmental sustainability.

Deloitte’s ITAM framework provides guidelines for mapping of industry practices to/from the ISO/IEC 19770 family
of standards.

ISO/IEC 19770 and ISO/IEC 20000
Lifecycle process interfaces

Technology
IT Service Management System

Requisition

Control environment
Corporate governance

CMDB
Roles and responsibilities

Deployment
IT Asset Management Tool

Competence

Change management

Inventory management
Asset discovery

Incident management
Service level management

Maintain

Conﬁguration management

Software asset
inventory

Procedures and guidelines

Hardware asset
inventory

Inventory dashboard

Planning and implementation
Planning

Service catalogue

Tracking and monitoring

Veriﬁcation and compliance
Asset record veriﬁcation

Implementation

Asset reconciliation

Monitoring and review

Compliance reporting and mitigation plan

Continual improvement

Decommission and disposal

Deloitte’s ITAM framework
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